2021 State Case Clarifications
Q1. In Serval Aurata's addendum (page 6 line 4 -5) it states “I may have mentioned the most-recent Will change to Serval and Marine –
basically, the fact that Barry named Sylvestris as the primary beneficiary and
made me second in line.”
Instead of Serval, should that be another person?
A1. “That should read, “Kip and Marine.”
Q2. On exhibit # 6 the total of the bill is wrong. It reads $304.45 and the
correct amount is $302.99? I s this an error or does the case stand as

w ritten?

A2. The case stands as it is written.
Q3. Is it stipulated that Barry Bazaar is dead? Stipulation 6 states "At the
time of death, the decedent, Barry Bazaar . . . "
A3. Stipulation VI has been edited and now reads:
“Under the laws of Texoma, a person cannot recover from a legal Will as a beneficiary if the person is
convicted of taking the life of the testator, including but not limited to a murder conviction for the death of
the testator. If the named beneficiary of a Will is unable to be a beneficiary under the Will for any reason,
the bequeathed estate passes to the contingent beneficiary.
As of May 18, 2020, Barry Bazaar was declared missing, presumed dead, and had executed a Last Will and
Testament that bequeathed his entire estate to the Defendant, with Serval Aurata named as the sole
contingent beneficiary. When the court probating Bazaar’s Will learned that the Defendant had been
indicted for murdering Bazaar, that court suspended probating the Will until the Defendant’s trial in this
court has concluded.”
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Stipulation X has been edited and now reads:
“Beginning on May 4, 2020, the U. S. Coast Guard searched the Roy and Siegfried Islands and the waters
between the islands and the Marina where Bazaar’s boat had been docked. The U. S. Coast Guard searched
for two weeks but found no trace of Bazaar or his boat during that search, and no trace of Bazaar or his boat
has been found by anyone as of the date of trial. On May 18, 2020, the U. S. Coast Guard declared Bazaar
missing, presumed dead, and officially ended their search for a survivor.”

Q4. On page 2 of Pardalis Jacobitus’ fact statement, line 19, it states that the
employees are paid a weekly wage of $500. On page 1 of Sylvestris Diardi’s
fact statement, line 24, it states that he/she is paid $550 a week. Is this an
error or does the case stand as written?
A4. The case stands as it is written.
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